
Cadherins are a superfamily of adhesion molecules

that mediate Ca2+�dependent cell–cell adhesion in all

solid tissues of the organism [1�9]. This superfamily

involves: 1) classical cadherins that are the major compo�

nent of cell–cell adhesive junctions; 2) desmosomal cad�

herins (desmocolins and desmogleins); 3) protocad�

herins; 4) some other cadherin�related molecules (e.g.,

the fat protein of Drosophila). Cadherin�mediated

cell–cell junctions are formed as a result of interaction

between extracellular domains of identical cadherins,

which are located on the membranes of the neighboring

cells. The stability of these adhesive junctions is ensured

by binding of the intracellular cadherin domain with the

actin cytoskeleton. Such highly specific homophilic

cell–cell adhesion plays a key role in tissue and organ

development during embryogenesis and in maintenance

of normal tissue structure in the adult organism. In this

review, special attention is focused on the structure and

functions of classical cadherins.

STRUCTURE OF CLASSICAL CADHERINS

The majority of members of the cadherin superfam�

ily are transmembrane glycoproteins that pass the mem�

brane only once. The N� and C�termini of the cadherin

protein chain are located outside and inside the cell,

respectively (Fig. 1). The extracellular portion of the cad�

herin molecule consists of a varying number of so�called

cadherin domains that are highly homologous to each

other. Each domain is comprised of approximately 110

amino acid residues [10]. Classical cadherins contain five

cadherin domains that are commonly designated as EC1�

EC5 (beginning with the N�terminus of the molecule).

The conformation of the cadherin molecule is stable only

in the presence of Ca2+, whose binding with the extracel�

lular portion of the polypeptide chain is prerequisite for

cadherin�mediated cell–cell adhesion. Calcium�binding

sites consisting of short highly conserved amino acid

sequences are located between neighboring extracellular

repeats [11]. The cytoplasmic domain of classical cad�

herins is associated with the cytoplasmic proteins

catenins, which, in turn, serve as intermediate linkers

between the cadherins and actin filaments [10�12]. It is

this cadherin–catenin complex that is required for pro�

viding normal cell–cell adhesion. In principle, extracel�

lular cadherin domains per se are capable of homophilic

recognition and binding. It was shown that cells that

express mutant cadherins lacking the cytoplasmic

domains can bind with substrate covered with purified

cadherin ectodomains. However, in this case adhesion is

much weaker than in the case of cells bearing full�size

cadherins [11, 13, 14]. These data indicate that the for�

mation of stable cell–cell junctions depends on the pres�

ence in the cadherin molecule of functionally active cyto�

plasmic domain and association of the latter with the

cytoskeleton.

As mentioned above, cadherins mediate homophilic

adhesion: during co�culturing of different types of cells,

those cells first aggregate that bear identical cadherins on
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their surfaces [15]. Similar dependence between cell sort�

ing in the developing tissues and expression of different

cadherins in them is observed during embryogenesis [16].

The extracellular domains (primarily, the N�terminal

domain EC1) play a key role in homophilic recognition

between two cadherin molecules. It was shown that cells

expressing chimerical E�cadherin, in which the EC1

domain was substituted with EC1 domain of P�cadherin,

did not recognize the cells bearing native E�cadherin and

aggregated with the P�cadherin�expressing cells [17]. The

site responsible for homophilic recognition contains 40

amino acid residues located in the C�terminal region of

EC1. Blashchuk et al. [18] assumed that sequence His�

Ala�Val located in the C�terminal region of domain EC1

plays a key role in the interaction between cadherins

because synthetic peptides containing this sequence

effectively blocked mouse embryo blastomere assembling

(a process that is mediated by cadherins). However, later

it was shown that homophilic recognition also requires

the presence of other regions located in the N�terminal

domain. In addition, it was discovered that the sequence

His�Ala�Val is contained only in the molecule of classical

cadherins of type I that involves E� (epithelial), N� (neu�

ral), P� (placental), VE� (vascular endothelial), and R�

(retinal) cadherins. The corresponding regions of type II

classical cadherins that involve recently discovered cad�

herins designated by numbers 5�12 contain other amino

acid residues [9, 10]. Type I and II cadherins also differ

from each other in some amino acid residues.

It should be noted that some cadherins can also

mediate weak heterophilic interactions. In particular, E�

and N�cadherin can bind with the integrin αEβ7 [19] and

receptor for fibroblast growth factor [20, 21], respectively.

The role of the four other cadherin repeats (EC2�4)

in the cell–cell interaction remains obscure. Possibly,

only EC1 domain directly participate in homophilic

binding, whereas the remaining domains act as spacers

providing the required distance between the junction and

cell surface. Nevertheless, they are required for cadherin�

dependent adhesion: in the absence of other extracellular

domains, the N�terminal domain alone cannot maintain

functional binding or adhesive activity [7].

Numerous data that has accumulated to date show

that the extracellular cadherin fragments exist in the form

of stable parallel lateral dimers. Lateral dimers were

revealed by X�ray analysis of N�cadherin EC1 domains

[22] and E�cadherin fragments including EC1 and EC2

domains [23]. The existence of dimers was also shown for

the whole extracellular fragment of C�cadherin [14]. In

the same experiments, it was also shown that the ability of

C�cadherin monomers to aggregate significantly decreas�

es compared to the dimers. To date, the mechanism of

dimer formation is poorly understood. Apparently, N�

cadherin dimers are stabilized by the hydrophobic inter�

actions between the monomers [22], whereas in the case

of EC1�EC2 fragment of E�cadherin dimeric structure is

maintained by Ca2+ [23].

It is still unclear why dimers exert higher activity than

monomers during cell–cell interaction. Two main views on

this phenomenon exist. The first hypothesis proposes that

dimers are bivalent, which increases their avidity. The sec�

ond hypothesis implies that dimer formation is associated

with the occurrence of a unique site ensuring homophilic

binding, which is absent from the monomers. The mecha�

nism of interaction of cadherin dimers located on the

membranes of different cells has been also the subject of

much controversy. Based on the results of X�ray analysis of

NCD1, Shapiro et al. [22] proposed the existence of a zip�

per�like self�assembling structure. This “molecular zipper”

model (Fig. 2) logically explains the mechanism whereby

numerous weak bonds can ensure highly efficient binding

in the cell layer. However, some authors believe that cad�

herin “zipper” is an in vitro artifact and suggest an alterna�

tive hypothesis that was formulated based on the results of

electron microscopic analysis of adhesive zone prepara�

tions obtained by the freeze–fracture method [24].

Separate protein cylinders extending from one cell surface

to another and binding with the similar structures on the

neighboring cell are seen on the images. According to the

second model, cadherin molecules (dimers or oligomers)

act as discrete units and do not form zipper�like ordered

structures on the cell surface [10].

INTERACTION OF CADHERINS 

WITH CYTOPLASMIC PROTEINS

The conclusion that cadherin complexes interact

with the cytoskeleton was first made based on the data

Fig. 1. Structure of classical cadherins and their interaction

with cytoplasmic proteins [7].
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that cadherins cannot be extracted with non�ionic deter�

gents that effectively solubilized other membrane proteins

[13, 25, 26]. It was shown later that the major cytoplasmic

proteins associated with the cytoplasmic domain of cad�

herins and participating in cell adhesion are α� and β�

catenins, which mediate the interaction between the cad�

herins and actin cytoskeleton [11, 13, 25, 27�30]. The

catenin�binding site was mapped on E�cadherin. It is

located at the distance of 56 amino acid residues from the

C�terminus of the molecule [25, 31]. Biochemical analy�

sis with the use of purified catenins and recombinant

cytoplasmic domain of cadherins [32, 33] and expression

of β�catenin deletion mutants [34�36] showed that β�

catenin directly binds to the cytoplasmic cadherin frag�

ment and serves as a linker for α�catenin attachment.

The crucial role of the cytoplasmic domain of cad�

herin (and the catenin�binding site, in particular) is cor�

roborated by numerous experiments. It was shown that

deletion of the cytoplasmic domain or the catenin�bind�

ing site suppresses stable cadherin�mediated adhesion of

cultured cells [11, 13]. Alternatively, overexpression of the

catenin�binding site in the cultured cells [37], Xenopus

laevis embryos [28], or in the intestinal cells of transgenic

mice [38] also entails disruption of cell–cell junctions.

Such unusual, at first glance, result (at least, in the case of

Xenopus laevis) can be, apparently, explained by competi�

tion of the expressed catenin�binding site with the

endogenous cadherin for catenin binding.

The evidence for participation of α�catenin in cell

adhesion was obtained on lung carcinoma cell culture

that does not contain α�catenin and aggregates with each

other very weakly despite the presence of cadherins on the

cell surface. However, transfection with α�catenin cDNA

restores cadherin�mediated adhesion in these cells [27,

29]. Rim et al. [12] showed that α�catenin directly binds

to actin filaments both in vitro and in vivo in the cultured

cells. The actin�binding protein α�actinin contained in

adhesive junctions apparently also interacts with α�

catenin [39].

Participation of β�catenin in cell adhesion was con�

firmed in experiments on Drosophila embryos using

mutation analysis of protein armadillo, a homolog of β�

catenin [30]. β�Catenin is attached to the cytoplasmic

domain of cadherin via its central region containing so�

called armadillo repeats [34, 36]. These repeats (40 amino

acid resides each) were first described in protein armadil�

lo in Drosophila [40, 41]. α�Catenin binds to the N�ter�

minus of β�catenin [32, 34�36]. The role of a linker

between cadherin and α�catenin is apparently the only

function of β�catenin in cell adhesion. It was shown that

a chimerical molecule where the cytoplasmic domain of

E�cadherin is substituted with α�catenin ensures cell

adhesion in the absence of β�catenin as successfully as the

whole protein complex [42].

Plakoglobin (γ�catenin) sometimes substitutes β�

catenin in the cadherin–catenin complex [34]. However,

its physiological role is not completely understood.

Plakoglobin is the major component of the desmosomes

[43], where it is associated with the desmosomal cadherins

[44, 45]. The high extent of homology of plakoglobin to β�

catenin and armadillo [26, 46] implies that these proteins

may have similar functions. However, mouse embryo cells

lacking β�catenin due to genetic recombination aggregate

very weakly and readily dissociate despite the presence of

plakoglobin in them [47]. This is indicative of inability of

plakoglobin to completely substitute for β�catenin in cell

adhesion. Deletion of the plakoglobin gene, which was also

caused by homologous recombination, entails lethal

changes in the heart structure and early death of the

embryos, presumably due to disruptions in desmosomal

junction formation [48]. Other cytoplasmic proteins

directly associated with cadherin are tyrosine phosphatases

[49, 50] and the substrate for src�kinase p120cas [51�53].

Interestingly, the level of cadherin expression in the

cell may affect catenin expression. Transfection of L�cells

with E�, N�, or P�cadherin cDNA results in a significant

increase in the catenin content without changing the

catenin mRNA content. Hence, the presence of cad�

herins regulates catenin expression at the post�translation

level [54].

It was also reported that cadherin cytoplasmic

domain may mediate adhesion independently of catenins.

Chimerical cadherin molecules in which cadherin cyto�

plasmic domain was substituted for the analogous domain

of desmoglein�3 (one of desmosomal cadherins) that can�

not bind catenins, mediates cadherin�dependent adhe�

sion in the cultured cells [55]. Thus, association with

catenins is not the only way of participation of the intra�

cellular cadherin domain in cell–cell adhesion.

Fig. 2. Two models of cadherin molecular organization in

adhesive junctions. The “molecular zipper” model based on

the results of X�ray analysis of N�cadherin EC1 domain is

shown on the left. The model of “cylindrical oligomers” based

on the results of electron microscopy of zonula adherens prepa�

rations obtained by the freeze–fracture method is shown on

the right [7].
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CELL–CELL JUNCTIONS CONTAINING 

CADHERINS

Immunohistochemical analysis of tissues and cul�

tured cells shows that cadherins most often are con�

stituents of cell–cell adhesive junctions (Fig. 3). This type

of junctions involves autotypic junctions between the lay�

ers of the same glial cell in the axon myelin sheath [56];

adhesive junctions in synapses, where cadherins link pre�

and postsynaptic membranes in the regions adjacent to

the neurotransmitter secretion areas [57, 58]; the inter�

mediate disks between the cardiomyocytes [59]; and some

other. The best�known type of cell–cell adhesive junc�

tions is zonula adherens located at the apico�lateral border

of the epithelial layer a little lower than the tight junc�

tions. Actin bunches attached to the adhesive junctions

girding the cell on the cytoplasmic side are located paral�

lel to the membrane surface and form a united contract�

ing network in the epithelial layer. Assembling of the belt�

like zonula adherens is apparently the basis for the occur�

rence of the epithelial morphology of the cell layer [60�

63]. During morphogenesis, folding of the epithelial lay�

ers into tubes is often attained by contraction of actin fil�

aments contained in the zonula adherens, which is associ�

ated with narrowing the apical end of each cell in the api�

cal layer and results in the cell layer bending [64, 65].

Besides cadherins and catenins, adhesive junctions

contain numerous proteins (such as vinculin, ezrin,

moesin, and radixin), protein components of the actin

cytoskeleton, and integral membrane proteins (e.g., epi�

dermal growth factor receptor, EGF) [66]. Genetic stud�

ies on Drosophila revealed other components required for

adhesive junction assembly. In particular, the genes

whose mutations lead to disruptions in the course of

zonula adherens assembling were identified in studies on

Drosophila embryos. They involve the gene of β�catenin

homolog, armadillo, which is completely consistent with

the view on the key role of this protein in cadherin�medi�

ated adhesion [30, 67], as well as the genes crumb and

stardust [67�69]. It was shown that gene crumb encodes

the integral membrane protein that is required for

epithelization of the ectodermic cells. In mutant individ�

Fig. 3. Cell–cell junctions formed by cadherins: a) epithelial zonula adherens; b) intermediate disks between the cardiomyocytes; c) adhe�

sive junctions restricting the area of neurotransmitter secretion in the synapse; d) autotypic junctions between the glial cell layers in axon

myelin sheath [7].
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uals with inactive crumb gene normal cadherin–catenin

complexes are expressed on the cell surface; however,

their distribution is chaotic, leading to disruption in for�

mation of mature zonula adherens in the epithelium [68�

70].

It should be noted that in many cells cadherins can

mediate adhesion without formation of morphologically

pronounced adhesive junctions. Even in the epithelium of

some organs, where cell–cell adhesion depends on E�

cadherin, zonula adherens is absent [7]. Cadherin�medi�

ated adhesion without cadherin accumulation in the

adhesive junctions was also described for blastomeres

[106], nerve ridge cells [71], and fibroblasts transfected

with different types of cadherins [13].

REGULATION OF CADHERIN ACTIVITY

Cadherin�mediated adhesion can be regulated by a

variety of extracellular signals, including growth factors

[72�74], peptide hormones [75, 76], signals from gap

junctions [77], and cholinergic receptor agonists [78]. In

response to these external stimuli, different signals are

generated in the cell, of which protein phosphorylation is,

apparently, the most important for the regulation of cad�

herin function [7].

Protein kinase C (PKC) participates in the activation

of E�cadherin�dependent mouse embryo cell compact�

ing, which was demonstrated with the use of a combina�

tion of pharmacological agonists and antagonists.

Embryo compacting is accelerated by the addition of

PKC�stimulating agents (e.g., phorbol ester and diacyl�

glycerol) and inhibited by PKC�blocking agents [79], the

PKC effect being blocked by the addition of anti�E�cad�

herin antibodies. However, it was not determined which

PKC�mediated way is activated in this case.

Using a similar experimental approach, a potential

inhibitory effect of tyrosine phosphorylation on cadherin

function was shown. Several scientific groups discovered

that enhancement of tyrosine phosphorylation (transfec�

tion with v�src or incubation of the cells with pervana�

date) weakens cadherin�mediated cell–cell adhesion.

Components of the cadherin–catenin complex (primari�

ly β�catenin) undergo tyrosine phosphorylation in

response to v�src transfection and incubation with per�

vanadate [80�82]. Attenuation of adhesion in these

experiments was blocked by herbimicin, which is also

indicative of participation of tyrosine phosphorylation in

the regulation of cadherin activity. It was also shown that

v�src can affect cadherin�mediated adhesion irrespective

of β�catenin [83]. The authors of this work used mutant

E�cadherin that could directly bind with the C�terminal

fragment of α�catenin and induce adhesion without the

participation of β�catenin. However, in this case trans�

fection with v�src also significantly inhibited cell–cell

adhesion.

Other data confirming the effect of tyrosine phos�

phorylation on cadherin�dependent adhesion are

known. Tyrosine phosphorylation of β�catenin is

observed when cells are treated with hepatocyte growth

factor (HGF) and EGF (agents that can induce dissoci�

ation of epithelial cells) [74]. Tyrosine kinases or their

substrates can associate with the cadherin–catenin com�

plex. It is known that p120cas, a member of the armadillo

protein family, is a substrate for both src kinases and

receptor tyrosine kinases [84]. It was shown that p120cas

directly binds to the distal part of the cytoplasmic

domain of E�cadherin, forming a whole complex with

cadherin and β�catenin or plakoglobin [52, 53, 84, 85].

Activation of the Erb�2/Neu receptor tyrosine kinase in

the epithelial cells causes disassembling of the cell–cell

junctions formed by E�cadherin, which results in the loss

of the epithelial phenotype by the cells [86]. EGF recep�

tor tyrosine kinase also can bind to the cadherin–catenin

complex [87]. In addition, it was shown that cad�

herin–catenin complex can interact with receptor�

dependent tyrosine phosphatases [49, 50, 88].

Cadherin function may also be affected by cell–cell

communication via gap junctions. Inhibition of cell–cell

communication by expression of the chimerical protein

connexin 32/connexin 43 inhibitor (a protein that forms

gap junctions) in Xenopus embryo cells leads to blastomere

separation. A similar effect is observed when mutant cad�

herin is expressed in the embryo cells. This phenotype can

be corrected by coexpression of connexin 37 that is insen�

sitive to the inhibitor [77]. Similarly, cell–cell junction

assembling in Novikov hepatoma cells is suppressed by

anti�connexin and anti�cadherin antibodies [89]. The

mechanism of signal transduction mediated by the gap

junctions remains obscure. It is assumed that in this case

cadherin�dependent adhesion and cell–cell junction

assembling may be regulated via temporal increase in the

concentration of Ca2+ and other small signal molecules

(such as cyclic nucleotides or inositol phosphate) pene�

trating through the gap junctions and activating the intra�

cellular processes that affect cadherin activity.

The strength of cell–cell interactions can be affected

both by modulating cadherin activity and changing their

expression level in the cell. It was demonstrated that an

increase in cadherin content enhances cell adhesion [7,

90, 91]. It was also shown that cadherin expression in cul�

tured cells is regulated by growth factors and peptide hor�

mones [72, 73, 75, 76]. Another mechanism of regulation

of cadherin activity is changing the extent of clustering of

cadherin molecules in the junction area. As was men�

tioned above, lateral clustering of cadherin molecules can

significantly affect the strength of cell–cell interaction.

Changes in the extent of clustering can mediate rapid

changes in cell adhesion strength. For example, mouse

embryo blastomere compacting is associated with E�cad�

herin redistribution in the region of cell–cell junctions

without any change in protein expression [92].
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CADHERINS AND SIGNALING

To date, numerous data indicate that cell adhesion

receptors can affect cell form, motility, and growth not

only due to mechanical attachment of the cells to each

other or to the substrate, but also by activating internal

signaling [93]. Some papers report that many effects of

cadherin on cell behavior are rapid and apparently caused

by a series of short�term signals rather than by assembling

stable long�term cell–cell junctions [4, 6, 94]. However,

until recently only indirect evidence of cadherin ability to

induce the production of secondary messengers in the cell

have been known. For instance, it was shown that axon

outgrowth stimulated by N�cadherin is associated with

changes in the cytoplasmic Ca2+ concentration and acti�

vation of G�proteins and tyrosine kinases. However, it

was not clear whether these signals result from the direct

interaction of N�cadherin molecules [95, 96]. Because

different signal molecules (such as proteins belonging to

the non�receptor src kinase family as well as some mem�

brane receptors and phosphatases) were found in the

cell–cell junctions of epithelial cells [49, 97, 98], it was

suggested that these molecules can mediate cadherin�

dependent signaling. Data on the direct effect of cad�

herins on the signal processes appeared only during the

last two years. It was shown that inter�cadherin junctions

in cultured fibroblasts induced oscillations in the cyto�

plasmic Ca2+ concentration, antibodies raised against the

first domain EC1 mimicking this effect. The oscillations

occurred in the regions of cell–cell interactions and coin�

cided in time with translocation of actin and other cyto�

plasmic proteins into the adhesive complexes [99]. N�

Cadherin can regulate axon outgrowth by direct interac�

tion with the EGF receptor, thereby activating the cas�

cade of mitogen�activated protein kinases (MAPK) [21].

The experiments on cultured keratinocytes showed that

adhesive junction formation leads to a rapid activation of

MAPK�dependent signaling and that this effect is medi�

ated by E�cadherin. In addition, E�cadherin can stimu�

late MAPK by ligand�independent activation of EGF

receptors [100]. It also activates Cdc42, a low�molecular�

weight GTPase belonging to the Rho family, which regu�

lates the cytoskeleton structure [101].

For a long time β�catenin, whose signal activity is

well known, was considered as a candidate for the role of

a messenger of signal transduction from cadherins, with

which it is associated. β�Catenin and its homolog

armadillo from Drosophila are components of Wnt/wing�

less signal pathway that plays a key role in embryogenesis

[102�104]. Recent data, however, indicate that the inter�

action between β�catenin and cadherins is not prerequi�

site for manifestation of its signal activity. It was also

shown that β�catenin function as a cadherin partner dur�

ing adhesive junction formation is not directly associated

with its signal function in the cytoplasm and/or nucleus,

where it affects transcription of genes by interacting with

specific transcription factors [36, 105�111]. Free β�

catenin content in the cytoplasm is regulated by the pro�

tein product of the APC (adenomatous polyposis coli)

gene. Formation of the complex between these two pro�

teins is a signal for β�catenin degradation. Conversely,

triggering the Wnt signal pathway results in β�catenin sta�

bilization, its accumulation in the cytoplasm, and binding

to the transcriptional factor Tcf, which, in turn, stimu�

lates transcription of some genes. On the other hand,

although the adhesive and signal functions of β�catenin

are separated, the formation of cell–cell junctions can

apparently indirectly affect β�catenin�dependent signal�

ing. It was shown that overexpression of cadherins in the

embryos of Xenopus laevis and Drosophila inhibited signal

transduction via β�catenin/armadillo [106, 112]. In

Xenopus embryos, the inhibition is due to β�catenin bind�

ing with C�cadherin on the inner surface of the cell mem�

brane. As this takes places, β�catenin is removed from its

cytoplasmic pool, becoming inaccessible for participating

in signaling. Thus, cadherins can regulate β�catenin sig�

naling activity by changing its distribution in the cell.

It cannot be ruled out, however, that cadherins indi�

rectly contribute to signaling regulation. Approaching of

the membranes of the neighboring cells during adhesive

junction formation may enable the interaction of mem�

brane receptors and their membrane�bound ligands on

the neighboring cells and activate juxtacrine signaling.

This hypothesis is corroborated by data on association of

some signal molecules with the cadherin–catenin com�

plexes and on high concentration of tyrosine kinase sub�

strates in the regions of adhesive junctions. The group of

juxtacrine receptors described to date involves notch,

delta, sevenless, and bride�of�sevenless (boss) receptors

participating in Drosophila embryogenesis [113, 114] and

associated with the membrane form of tumor necrosis

factor (TNF) and transforming growth factor (TGFα)

[115]. It is tenable to assume that signaling via such

receptors depends on the proximity of the surface of adja�

cent cells and, respectively, on formation of inter�cad�

herin junctions. This hypothesis is confirmed by the fact

that expression of cadherins in the fibroblasts entails

communication enhancement via gap junctions [116].

THE ROLE OF CADHERINS 

IN MORPHOGENESIS

The formation of tissues and organs during embryo�

genesis is determined by a number of processes coordi�

nated in time and space, such as cell aggregation, polar�

ization, differentiation, and migration. Because cell–cell

and cell–nuclear matrix adhesive junctions play a key role

in all these events, adhesion receptors are often called

morphoregulatory molecules. One such adhesion�

dependent processes is selective cell segregation. This

phenomenon was discovered as early as in the 1950s. In
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classical works in embryology, it was shown that suspend�

ed cells from different amphibian blastophylla are capable

of homotypic reaggregation to form junctions only with

similar cells in correspondence with their histogenetic

origin [117]. Later it was discovered that this homotypic

aggregation is based on selective expression of specific

adhesion molecules on different subpopulations of cells.

The role of cadherins in this process was revealed by Nose

et al. [15]. The L�cells were transfected with cDNA of

either E� or P�cadherin. The suspensions were then

mixed in vitro and analyzed for cluster formation. Under

these conditions, highly selective adhesion between cells

expressing cadherins of the same type was observed.

Another morphogenetic process in which cadherins

play a key role is cell condensing (i.e., transition of cell

population from dispersed state to condensed solid for�

mation). An example of such condensing is blastomere

assembling at the early stages of embryogenesis. E�

Cadherin plays a crucial role in cell condensing in mouse

embryo morula: the embryo structure is disrupted as a

result of treatment of the cells with blocking anti�E�cad�

herin antibodies, introduction of antisense nucleotides to

E�cadherin mRNA into the cell, and in transgenic mice

defective by the gene encoding this protein [118�123].

Injection of antisense nucleotides into Xenopus laevis

oocytes, which decreases expression of EP�cadherin (a

Xenopus laevis protein homologous to E� and P�cad�

herins), significantly attenuates adhesion between the

blastomeres and entails disruption of the embryo struc�

ture [124].

Numerous studies performed both in intact embryos

and cultured cells revealed significant correlation

between epithelization of mesenchymal cells and expres�

sion of specific cadherins in them. During somite devel�

opment, mesenchymal cells comprising its future wall are

polarized and temporarily form epithelium�like struc�

tures, the expression of N�cadherin in them significantly

increasing [64, 65, 125]. Transfection of cultured mes�

enchymal cells with cDNA of different cadherins results

in their epithelization [13, 126�128], whereas inhibition

of cell–cell interactions by anti�cadherin antibodies leads

to the loss of epithelial phenotype by the cells and stimu�

lates cell motility and invasiveness [129�131].

One of the most vivid examples of participation of

cadherins in morphogenesis is their role in the central

nervous system development. At different stages of

embryogenesis and in different structural layers, neuroep�

ithelial tissues express more than 20 different cadherins

involved in all key events of neurogenesis, beginning from

selective aggregation of the cells at the earliest stages of

embryo development and finishing with the formation of

synapses [132�137]. Cadherins play a key role during neu�

roectoderm sorting and neural tube formation. It was also

shown that before segregation of the neuroectoderm from

the ectoblast in neurula, a coordinated decrease in the

expression of E�cadherin and increase in that of N�cad�

herin occurs in the cells of future neuroectoderm. It is

believed that it is N�cadherin that is responsible for selec�

tive cell uniting in the neural plate [64, 65, 138].

Interestingly, normal neural tube is formed in transgenic

mice defective in the N�cadherin gene. Apparently, in this

case N�cadherin is functionally substituted with other

adhesion molecules (presumably, cadherin�6) [139]. It is

known that the coordinated change in the cell shape

induced by microfilament contraction in zonula adherens

underlies neural tube folding and other morphogenetic

processes that require change in the shape of the epithe�

lial layers [64, 65]. Further development of the neural

tube involves its segregation to separate regions due to

local expression of different cadherins. For example,

selective distribution of E� and R�cadherins, cadherin�6,

and cadherin�8 in different regions of embryonic brain is

observed [135, 136, 140, 141]. The possibility of selective

segregation of nerve cells that express cadherins of the

same type was demonstrated in vitro. In vivo such segre�

gation of the neural tube to segments apparently prevents

the migration of nerve cells between adjacent regions of

the developing brain [10].

Normal expression of cadherins is required for neu�

rite outgrowth activating and regulating. The expression

of dominant�negative functionally inactive N�cadherin in

developing frog retina blocks the axon and dendrite out�

growth. Those axons that are still formed are usually

shorter and often do not have growth cones [142]. In the

experiments in vitro, it was shown that growth and migra�

tion of axons change during neuron culturing on the sub�

strates containing recombinant cadherins. In particular,

recombinant N�cadherin enhances adhesion of axons to

the substrate and enables their projecting in the direction

of higher concentrations of the recombinant protein.

Similar growth stimulation is observed when the neurons

are cultured on the monolayer of cells transfected with N�

cadherin cDNA [8, 95, 143�146]. Such effect on axon

projecting is apparently due to the interaction of N�cad�

herin with FGF receptor with subsequent MAPK activa�

tion [21]. By contrast, another member of the cadherin

family, T�cadherin, inhibits axon outgrowth [137, 147].

Thus, the coordinated action of different cadherins and

other adhesion receptors expressed on the axon mem�

brane and surrounding tissues ensure navigation of axon

projecting to the peripheral targets.

Cadherins also play a key role in setting and stabi�

lization of junctions between the neurons and formation

of neural nets and neuromuscular junctions [148�153]. In

mouse postnatal brain, cadherins of the same type are

expressed in functionally related regions (e.g., in the thal�

amus nucleus and related cortex regions [154]). During

chick eye development N�cadherin stabilizes the junc�

tions between the axon termini and their targets.

Formation of a branched net of neural termini in the reti�

na may be blocked by injecting anti�N�cadherin antibod�

ies [155]. It was shown that in synapses cadherins anchor
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the pre� and postsynaptic membranes, bordering the area

of neurotransmitter secretion [57, 58]. E�Cadherin is also

present in the myelin sheath of nerves, where it forms

autotypic adhesion junctions between the plasma mem�

brane layers of the same Schwann cell [56] (Fig. 3).

CADHERINS AND ONCOGENESIS

The ability of tumor cells for uncontrolled growth,

migration, invasion into surrounding tissues, and metas�

tasizing is often associated with disruption of cell–cell

and cell–extracellular matrix junctions [156, 157]. For

this reason, special attention is currently paid to identifi�

cation and characterization of cell adhesion receptors

involved in tumor development. With regard for the role

of cadherins in cell–cell adhesion, maintenance of tissue

structure, and regulation of epithelial cell phenotype, it

was assumed that the disruption of cadherin�dependent

cell–cell interactions in the epithelium may cause atten�

uation of cell–cell junctions, loss of epithelial phenotype,

enhancement of cell motility, removal of contact suppres�

sion of growth, and, as a result, uncontrolled proliferation

and invasion of tumor cells [158]. The majority of studies

in this area focus on the role of E�cadherin in malignant

cell transformation. In many works, it has been shown

that E�cadherin expression is decreased or absent from

different carcinomas (esophagus, stomach, or breast)

[159�162]. Abnormal distribution of E�cadherin in tumor

cells was often observed (it was absent from the regions of

adhesion junctions). It should be noted that E�cadherin

expression was most often decreased in the undifferenti�

ated “aggressive” carcinomas that have high invasive

potential [160].

Similar results were obtained on cultured cells.

Frixen et al. [130] also reported that carcinoma cell lines

with the epithelial noninvasive phenotype expressed E�

cadherin, whereas the latter was absent from the cells with

the fibroblastoid phenotype. Navarro et al. [163] revealed

reciprocal dependence between the amount of E�cad�

herin expressed on the cell surface of different carcino�

mas and the ability of these cells for invasion. Malignant

transformation of MDCK epithelial cells (which are non�

invasive in normal state) as a result of injection of Harvey

and Maloney sarcoma virus to the cell culture is accom�

panied by a decrease in E�cadherin expression on the cell

surface. A similar change of MDCK cell phenotype from

noninvasive for invasive is also observed after disruption

of cell–cell junctions in the presence of anti�E�cadherin

antibodies [129]. Conversely, transfection of the carcino�

ma cells with E�cadherin cDNA restores normal cell phe�

notype, decreases invasiveness and migration, and sup�

presses tumor growth [163�165].

The few studies on the role of P�cadherin in oncoge�

nesis also revealed a correlation between decreased

expression of this protein and the invasiveness of lung car�

cinomas [166] and melanomas [167]. Unexpected results

were obtained when studying the effect of N�cadherin on

tumor cells. It was discovered that expression of this pro�

tein is significantly enhanced in invasive undifferentiated

breast carcinoma cells [168]. It was also shown that an

increase in N�cadherin expression in the carcinoma cells

simultaneously with the decrease in E� and P�cadherin

expression changes the phenotype from epithelial to mes�

enchymal [169]. Transfection of MCF�7 carcinoma cells

with N�cadherin cDNA significantly enhances the inva�

siveness and stimulates metastasis development despite

the presence of E�cadherin in these cells [170]. Such an

opposite effect of cell–cell adhesion mediated by E� and

N�cadherins on cell behavior may be due to the ability of

E�cadherin to form stable cell–cell junctions that prevent

cell migration, whereas N�cadherin can form labile junc�

tions required for such dynamic processes as axon pro�

jecting or migration and invasion of tumor cells [170].

Other components of cadherin complexes (primarily

catenins) can also affect the growth and migration of

transformed cells. As was mentioned above (see

“Cadherins and Signaling”), normal expression of free β�

catenin in the cytoplasm is maintained by the oncosup�

pressing protein APC that binds with excessive β�catenin

and activates its degradation [105]. In patients with

hereditary polyposis, who are predisposed to intestine

cancer, mutations in the APC gene [171] or directly in β�

catenin gene [172] are often observed. As a result of these

mutations, the APC protein lacks its ability to regulate β�

catenin level in the cytoplasm, which leads to uncon�

trolled activation of the Tcf transcription factor by β�

catenin and development of intestine tumors [105].

T�CADHERIN IS AN ATYPICAL MEMBER 

OF THE CADHERIN FAMILY

T�Cadherin (truncated) (or H�cadherin (heart), or

cadherin�13) is one of the most unusual members of the

cadherin superfamily. Although its N�terminal domain

EC1 does not contain the His�Ala�Val sequence, its

extracellular part comprised of five cadherin repeats is

very similar in structure to the classical cadherins. A

unique feature of this protein is the absence of both the

transmembrane and cytoplasmic domains. It is anchored

in the membrane via glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)

that attaches to the mature protein after cleavage its C�

terminal sequence during processing in the endoplasmic

reticulum [173]. Despite the absence of the cytoplasmic

domain, T�cadherin can mediate any weak homophilic

adhesion of the suspended cells [174]. The mechanisms

of formation of cell–cell junctions via T�cadherin and

classical cadherins are apparently significantly different

because the majority of cadherins ensure adhesion only

when they contain the cytoplasmic domain that mediates

their binding with the cytoskeleton [11, 13]. Another
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unusual property of T�cadherin is simultaneous expres�

sion on the cell surface of its two forms (the mature pro�

tein and partially processed precursor containing an

uncleaved propeptide, whose function remains obscure)

[174].

T�Cadherin was first discovered in chick nervous sys�

tem [137, 175]. Later its human homolog called cad�

herin�13 was identified [176]. The only physiological

function of T�cadherin established so far is its participa�

tion in the regulation of neuron growth during embryoge�

nesis. During formation of chick embryo hind limbs, the

outgrowing axons avoid those regions where T�cadherin

is expressed [137]. Neuron culturing on substrate con�

taining recombinant T�cadherin significantly inhibits

axon growth [147]. Contact suppression of axon growth

as a result of homophilic binding between T�cadherin

molecules located on the axon membrane and surround�

ing mesenchymal tissues is apparently a navigating mech�

anism whereby the direction of nerve fiber growth is

determined.

Numerous recent data indicate that malignant tumor

development is associated with the changes in T�cadherin

expression. The loss of chromosome 16q24 locus contain�

ing T�cadherin gene correlates with the development of

pancreas, lung, stomach, and ovary cancers [177�182].

The transfection of tumor cells with T�cadherin cDNA

entails a decrease in the proliferative and invasive activi�

ties both in vitro [182] and in vivo as a result of challeng�

ing the mice with tumorigenic cell lines [183] as well as

the loss of cancer cell sensitivity to the action of growth

factors [184].

The mechanisms of T�cadherin effect on cell adhe�

sion and proliferative activity are still unknown. It cannot

be ruled out that the maintenance of mechanical junc�

tions between the cells is not the main function of this

protein. It is most likely that it serves as a signal receptor,

a sensor that allows the cell to “sense” its environment.

This hypothesis is corroborated by the data on T�cad�

herin distribution in the membrane: in the polarized

intestinal cells it is located on the apical part of the cell

rather than in the adhesive junctions on the basolateral

cell surface [185]. It has long being known that many

other GPI proteins may activate intracellular signaling

[186�188]. The absence of the cytoplasmic domain in

these proteins implies the presence of a membrane

adapter protein. Owing to the interaction with the latter,

the signal can be relayed across the membrane from the

GPI proteins into the cell. We showed that, similar to

other GPI proteins, T�cadherin is located on the cell sur�

face in special plasma membrane domains (caveolae and

lipid rafts) [189], which also contain other signal mole�

cules (such as G�proteins, src kinases, ras proteins, and

transmembrane receptors of growth factors [190]). It can�

not be excluded that some of these molecules may serve as

messengers during activation of T�cadherin�dependent

signaling.

In our laboratory, the main attention is focused on

investigation of the role that T�cadherin plays in the car�

diovascular system function. Cell adhesion molecules

play a crucial role in the maintenance of normal structure

of vascular walls. The development of different patholo�

gies (such as atherosclerosis and restenosis after balloon

angioplasty and atherectomy) is characterized by

enhanced migration, proliferation, and phenotypic mod�

ulation of the endothelial cells, which is often associated

with disruption of cell–cell and cell–extracellular matrix

junctions [191, 192]. The expression and functions of T�

cadherin in the cardiovascular system have not been stud�

ied before. We performed a comparative study of T�cad�

herin expression in different human organs and tissues.

The results show that T�cadherin content is maximal in

the aorta, carotid, iliac, and kidney arteries, and in heart.

In aorta wall, T�cadherin is contained in the endothelial

and smooth muscle cells and pericytes. Its expression in

the smooth muscle cells depends on the cell phenotype

and proliferative activity [193�195] and increases in scle�

rotic lesion of vascular walls [193]. Preliminary studies

performed on the model of balloon catheterization of rat

carotid artery indicate that T�cadherin expression in

smooth muscle cells increases in restenosis. The content

of this protein is also elevated in the endothelium isolated

from tumor vasculature [196]. In addition, anti�T�cad�

herin antibodies can affect the phenotype, adhesion, and

motility of the endothelial cells in vitro (our unpublished

data). With regard for these data, it is likely that T�cad�

herin plays a key role in the regulation of cell phenotype,

migration, and growth, as well as in maintenance of vas�

cular wall structure.

Study of the interaction of heterophilic interactions

between T�cadherin and blood plasma lipoproteins is also

of great interest. Originally, the work of our group was

aimed toward searching for the receptors that mediate the

hormone�like effect of low�density lipoproteins on the

systems of intracellular signaling in smooth muscle cells

in human vasculature [197, 198]. On the surface of mem�

branes of aorta smooth muscle cells, we discovered two

unusual lipoprotein�binding proteins with molecular

weight of 105 and 130 kD. The characteristics of these

proteins are indicative of their participation in lipopro�

tein�dependent signaling [199, 200]. After isolation of

these receptors from human aorta medium and determi�

nation of their amino acid sequence, we discovered that

the 105�kD protein is mature T�cadherin [201], whereas

the 130�kD protein is its partially processed precursor

[202]. It is known that increased lipoprotein content in

blood plasma is a risk factor of development of vascular

pathologies based on increased proliferation and migra�

tion of smooth muscle cells. A distinct relationship

between atherosclerosis and restenosis pathogenesis and

low�density lipoprotein content in blood was demonstrat�

ed [203]. It cannot be ruled out that lipoprotein binding

to T�cadherin may affect T�cadherin�dependent regula�
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tion of growth and motility of vascular cells, thereby con�

tributing to development of cardiovascular diseases.
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